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Abstract: Timely monitoring and control of critical process parameters and product attributes are 
still the basic tasks in bioprocess development. The current trend of automation and digitization in 
bioprocess technology targets an improvement of these tasks by reducing human error and 
increasing through-put. The gaps in such automation procedures are still the sampling procedure, 
sample preparation, sample transfer to analyzers, and the alignment of process and sample data. In 
this study, an automated sampling system and the respective data management software were 
evaluated for system performance; applicability with HPLC for measurement of vitamins, product 
and amino acids; and applicability with a biochemical analyzer. The focus was especially directed 
towards the adaptation and assessment of an appropriate amino acid method, as these substances 
are critical in cell culture processes. Application of automated sampling in a CHO fed-batch 
revealed its potential with regard to data evaluation. The higher sampling frequency compared to 
manual sampling increases the generated information content, which allows easier interpretation 
of the metabolism, extraction of e.g., ks values, application of smoothing algorithms, and more 
accurate detection of process events. A comparison with sensor technology shows the advantages 
and disadvantages in terms of measurement errors and measurement frequency.  

Keywords: automated sampling; process analytical technology; CHO; bioprocess; amino acids; 
vitamins 

 

1. Introduction 

The performance of even complex bioprocesses depends on their control. Often, the bottleneck 
is how and if relevant process variables can be monitored. In red biotechnology, for example, 
complex expression systems such as Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are widely used for the 
production of biopharmaceuticals. These processes are very sensitive to small variations caused by 
known and unknown disturbances such as raw material, process, and biological variances. In order 
to ensure acceptable reliable process performance, powerful monitoring is the key [1]. Regarding 
mammalian cell culture processes, a variety of substances such as glucose (as the main C-source), 
amino acids, fatty acids, product (mAb), and metabolites are involved. Each one of them could affect 
process performance by limiting or inhibiting effects. In addition, the often very low concentration of 
the analytes may be a challenge or even an exclusion criterion for established monitoring 
technologies [2]. This results in a huge complexity during process development, scale up, and 
production. To overcome such limitations, monitoring strategies based on automated sampling 
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seem promising [3]. For the realization of timely measurements, a combination of automated 
sampling, sample processing, and sample analysis is required [4]. Such a monitoring system must be 
robust (processing of on-line and off-line samples), accurate, flexible, and easy to use. The acquired 
data should lead to the possibility for improvement, resulting in an increase of process robustness. 

In order to fulfill these requirements, a system for automated sampling as well as the analytical 
methodology are crucial. Common ways for automated sampling include a membrane immersion 
nozzle, which is prone to membrane fouling and protein adsorption [5–7]. A reliable system must 
take a culture broth sample and process it in the reactor environment. This can also facilitate the 
flexibility of analyzing the culture broth itself or the supernatant. The analytical method chosen 
should best be the reference method, which is normally bound to the analytical stream and can just 
be applied off-line. High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is a common reference 
analyzer used for the analysis of substrates, metabolites, and product or product quality attributes. 
Consequently, it also delivers a high amount of flexibility. 

In terms of Process Analytical Technology (PAT), critical process parameters (CPP) must be 
monitored and controlled [8]. In CHO processes, important parameters for process performance are 
often amino acids [9–11]. Investigation of the amino acid profile during cultivation is essential to 
establish an efficient feeding strategy. The limiting amino acids differ from process to process. If 
assessed at all, state-of-the-art is off-line HPLC analysis using sample derivatization, which is often 
performed manually. On-line availability of these data would allow faster generation of process 
understanding to establish feeding and control strategies and finally reduce time-to-market. 

With the evaluation of a system for automated sampling and sample processing, we want to 
close the gap between reference analytics and the process stream to enable process monitoring in 
terms of PAT. The system was evaluated by a CHO process, applying on-line HPLC and a 
biochemical analyzer for analysis of substrates, metabolites, and products. 

The following four points sum up the investigated challenges of the sample-based monitoring 
system: 

• Quantification of the automated liquid handling and analysis 
• Optimization and adaptation of an HPLC method for amino acid measurement 
• Application on a mammalian cell culture fed batch 
• Comparison to other real-time monitoring systems 

2. Materials and Methods  

2.1. Chemicals and Reagents 

All chemicals and substances were of analytical grade and purchased from either Carl Roth 
(Karlsruhe, Germany) or Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). For analytical methods, ultra-pure 
water was used, derived from a Milli-Q system from Merck Millipore (Billerica, MA, USA). 

2.2. HPLC Methods 

Vitamins were analyzed according to Hofer et al. [12]. 
The chromatographic separation as well as the principle for sample derivatization of amino 

acids were performed as described in Hofer et al. [13]. In order to facilitate automated on-line 
analysis, a fraction collector autosampler was used. Hence, the derivatization protocol had to be 
implemented for in-well derivatization by user defined programming (UDP). In order to reach 
reliable results, some parameters were evaluated as described in Section 3.1. 

IgG was analyzed with a protein A cartridge (Applied Biosystems, Bedford, MA, USA) and 
detected at 210 nm. 

2.3. Biochemical Methods 

Glucose, lactate, ammonium, IgG and glutamine were analyzed by the biochemical analyzer 
Cedex® Bio HT (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). 
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2.4. Set-up 

The set-up consists of a 3.6 L bioreactor (Labfors 5, Infors HT, Bottmingen, Switzerland) 
equipped with a pH and a pO2 (Hamilton, Reno, NV, USA) probe, an off-gas sensor (BlueInOne, 
BlueSens gas sensor GmbH, Herten, Germany), six scales, and three additional peristaltic pumps. 
One port is occupied by an immersion nozzle, which is directly connected to the multiplexer module 
(MUX) of the automated sampling system Numera (Securecell AG, Urdorf, Switzerland). The 
automated sampler is a modular system that was equipped with the MUX, a dilution module (SDU), 
a filtration module (TFU), a routing module (SRU), a control panel (CPU), and an autosampler 
(ASX). The implemented SRU allows various combinations of sample processing, i.e., dilution and 
filtration. The Numera was connected to two analyzers, namely an HPLC and a Cedex® Bio HT 
(Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) (Figure 1). The Ultimate 3000 HPLC (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was equipped with a pump (LPG-3400SD), an autosampler 
(WPS-3000FC), a column compartment (TCC-3000SD), a diode array detector (DAD-3000), and a 
fluorescence detector (FLD-3400RS). The connection between the Numera and the HPLC depends on 
the methods applied at the HPLC. For methods that require a simple direct injection of the particle 
free sample, the tubings of the pump and column compartment are directly connected with the 
injection valve of the ASX. The HPLC autosampler is not used in that case. If the method requires 
some preprocessing of the particle free samples, the valve of the ASX is linked with the fraction 
collector valve of the HPLC autosampler. This way, the sample can be transported into deep 
well-plates in the HPLC autosampler and sample processing can be performed there in the same 
way as with off-line samples. The Cedex® Bio HT is connected via a liquid path between the SRU 
module and a fixed cuvette in one of the sample racks. 

 
Figure 1. The set-up applied for the experiments consisted of a bioreactor, an automated sampling 
system (Numera), an HPLC, and a Cedex® Bio HT. The red lines indicate the path of the sample in a 
very simplified manner. In path I, the sample is drawn from the bioreactor to the sterile barrier of the 
MUX via an immersion nozzle. According to applied sample processing, the paths in the Numera 
between the modules can differ, but finally all end in the ASX for sample collection. The injection 
valve of the ASX can directly connect the HPLC pump and column, hence it can directly inject the 
sample into the HPLC (path II). If an autosampler is required at the HPLC, both sampler injection 
valves can be connected and the sample is transferred to the HPLC sampler (path III). A sample for 
the Cedex® Bio HT is transported from the ASX to the SRU, which is connected with a sample rack of 
the Bio HT for sampler transfer (path IV). 

2.5. The Automated Sampling System 

The sterility of the bioprocess was maintained as follows: the immersion nozzle coupled to a 
sampling line was connected to the bioreactor and sterilized by autoclavation with the bioreactor. 
After autoclavation, the sampling line is inserted in a pinch valve at the multiplexer module and 
connected to the module. The pinch valve opens only when the sample is drawn, preventing 
unsterile liquid to cross the sterile barrier (i.e., the pinch valve). The Numera system supports 
different sampling procedures. In this study, one sampling procedure was performed and the 
sample was then transferred to two different analyzers, namely HPLC and Bio HT (Figure 2). The 
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inner diameter of the immersion nozzle of 0.8 mm, the ability of the MUX to backflush excessive 
sample with sterile air, and the proximity of reactor to Numera ensure minimal sampling volume. 

 
Figure 2. Sampling sequence performed with the system for storage of a cell free sample on the 
autosampler without dilution. Samples were then transferred via the injection valve on the 
autosampler to the HPLC or the samples were transferred via a pump on the routing module to the 
Bio HT. 

2.6. Software and Data Management 

The combination of three software programs was applied for the set-up: (i) Chromeleon 7.2.7 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) to control the HPLC and to quantify the peak areas (ii) the Cedex® 
BioHT Analyzer Application Software Version 5.0.0.1206 (Roche Diagnostics, Germany) to control 
the Bio HT, and (iii) the Process Information Management System Lucullus PIMS (Securecell AG, 
Switzerland). In order to facilitate the handling of the set-up, the overall control was applied via 
Lucullus PIMS. All devices attached to the process were connected to Lucullus PIMS, including 
probes, scales, and pumps as well as the Numera and both analyzers. Hence, automated sampling 
and sample analysis were triggered via Lucullus PIMS (Figure 3). An analytical trigger initiated the 
measurements by automatically starting the respective control software for HPLC and Bio HT. 
Overall, Lucullus was applied for data recording, data sorting and control. 

 
Figure 3. Coordination of the sampling procedure performed by the software Lucullus PIMS. 

2.7. Cultivations 

CHO cultivations were performed using the set-up described above. The system was supplied 
with air, O2, CO2 and N2 to control dissolved O2 at 40.0% and CO2 at 12.5%, respectively. The pH was 
controlled at 7.00 with acid and base, and temperature was controlled at 37 °C. In fed-batch mode, 
three closed-loop feeds were applied. Automated sampling and analysis were applied every 2 or 3 h. 
Manual sampling was performed every 12 h. 
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2.8. Technical Run 

Sterility was evaluated by a technical bioreactor run after simulation in Matlab® 2017a. The 
bioreactor was filled with a complex medium and the main process parameters were controlled and 
set as usual in a CHO process, i.e., pH 7.00, temperature of 37 °C and pO2 of 40%. After 60 h, a water 
feed was started, followed by a glucose feed after 120 h. Automated sampling was performed every 
6 h and manual sampling every 24 h. The experiment was aborted after 370 h of sterile run time. 
Sterility was evaluated by microscopic analysis as well as by process parameters such as oxygen 
inflow.  

3. Results 

3.1. System Performance 

The sample handling of the system was evaluated in experiments without cells testing for 
system sterility, accuracy, and precision. Microscopic analysis as well as an unchanged pO2 and 
oxygen inflow demonstrated sterility over the complete run of 370 h. 

The sampling system is equipped with tubings having an inner diameter of 0.75 mm in order to 
facilitate low sample volumes. Hence, the volume-to-surface ratio is predestined for small liquid 
residues that might have a high impact on accuracy. This sample dilution was evaluated by 
comparing on-line and off-line measured samples by HPLC. A distinct sample dilution could be 
observed when applying the sampling system. Nevertheless, the systematic error can be eliminated 
by two approaches: i) calculation of the dilution factor (DF) and inclusion in the sample analysis or 
ii) calibration of the analytical device via the Numera system, i.e., the standard solutions are 
processed via Numera and automatically injected into the HPLC. Both approaches showed high 
accuracy with a relative deviation from the true value of 0.1% and 3%, respectively (Figure 4A). The 
differences in the linear correlations between all approaches are listed in Table 1, showing a slope of 
nearly 1 for both correction methods. It should be noted that the degree of dilution depends both on 
the number of applied modules and the applied analyzer. With the application of a 1:1 dilution to 
the drawn sample, the dilution module produces the highest unwanted DF. For dilutions between 
1:2 and 1:25, the DF can be reduced to <1% by being integrated into the qualification of the module. 
Finally, the precision of the system was evaluated. Therefore, a glucose standard was repeatedly 
sampled, processed, and analyzed with the Cedex® Bio HT. The results show a high precision and 
reproducibility of the measurement with a bias of 0.31% and relative deviation of 1.1%. The relative 
deviation is a combination of the deviation caused by the Numera and the Bio HT analyzer (Figure 
4B). 

 
Figure 4. The automated sampling system was assessed for accuracy and precision. (Plot A) shows a 
high accuracy if the systematic error of the occurring sample dilution is considered. This can be 
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achieved by calculating the actual value with a dilution factor or by calibrating the analytical device 
via the automated sampler. (Plot B) illustrates the precision of the measurement after processing the 
sample with the Numera system with a relative standard deviation of 1%. Additionally, all 
measurements are located within a 2% interval around the true value. 

Table 1. Parameters of the correlations between off-line and on-line measured samples, (i) applying 
common calibration of the HPLC, (ii) processing calibration standards via Numera or (iii) adjusting 
the analytical result by multiplying with the calculated DF. 

Correlation Slope Offset Confidence Interval Slope 
(95%) 

R2 

Off-line vs on-line 0.8409 0.0056 0.8216–0.8602 0.9981 
Off-line vs on-line calibrated via 

Numera 
0.9696 0.0133 0.9474–0.9918 0.9981 

Off-line vs on-line considering DF 0.9973 0.0067 0.9745–1.0202 0.9981 

3.2. Monitoring—HPLC Autosampler Required 

Amino acids play an important role in various bioprocesses, especially in CHO cultivations 
[9–11]. Thus, the monitoring of amino acids might be crucial for process performance. Analysis via 
HPLC methods require a derivatization step, which can be performed manually, or by 
automatization via in-needle or in-vial derivatization. In order to facilitate on-line amino acid 
measurements with the Numera system, an HPLC autosampler (WPS-3000FC, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) was included in the set-up. Additionally, an in-needle derivatization method was 
assessed regarding its feasibility with the system. 

First, basic steps within the derivatization method were assessed. Different approaches for the 
partial loop filling were programmed and tested for highest reproducibility. The method drawing 10 
µl water and 30 µl sample resulted in a relative deviation of 0.09%, which was assessed by a 
twelvefold measurement. The needle of the applied autosampler was split in a capillary and a needle 
puncturer. This set-up is prone to drops that stick to the capillary and affect the accuracy of the 
dilutions. Hence, a Design of Experiment (DoE) was performed to evaluate the best washing 
procedure for the in-vial derivatization. As every additional step increases measurement time and 
therefore reduces the possible on-line measurement frequency, a compromise between washing and 
time must be made. The DoE was performed using acetate as test substances to assess the washing 
procedure of the derivatization method. The factors in the DoE were needle wash, dipping needle in 
two water vials, and air draw before drawing the next reagent. A fractional factorial design with two 
levels (on/off) was chosen, resulting in eight experiments and three center points. Every experiment 
was run in threefold with a water sample after each injection. The responses were (i) precision (i.e., 
relative standard deviation of each experiment), (ii) carry-over (i.e., average concentration of 
substance in water sample), and (iii) accuracy (i.e., average offset between measured value and 
known concentration). The evaluation of the DoE showed that the air draw and an interaction term 
of needle wash and air draw correlated negatively with precision (Figure 5a). This means that the 
relative standard deviation is smaller when an air draw or air draw and needle wash were 
performed. The effect on carry-over showed no significant correlations between any factor and the 
carry-over. The mean carry-over of all experiments was 0.0040 +/- 0.0049 g/L, which is under the 
limit of quantification (LOQ) of the analytical method. The evaluation of accuracy resulted in one 
significant coefficient, the needle wash (Figure 5b). Air draw and two water vial wash showed no 
significant correlation. As a result, the wash procedure of the derivatization method includes the 
needle wash as well as the air draw. An additional washing procedure in two water vials was 
excluded from the final method. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5. The coefficient plot (a) of the Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression shows the correlation of 
the different washing procedures on the precision of the derivatization method. The air draw before 
addition of the next reagent as well as an interaction term of needle wash and air draw show a 
negative correlation, i.e., these washing procedures result in a higher precision of the method. The 
underlying model has an R2 of 0.962 and a Q2 of 0.477. The coefficient plot (b) shows the correlation 
with the method accuracy. Only needle wash shows a significant negative correlation, i.e., a positive 
impact on accuracy. The underlying model has an R2 of 0.590 and a Q2 of −0.200. 

The final derivatization method was assessed by using a method for organic acids. Lactate, 
acetate, and succinate were pipetted together and diluted with water, mimicking the steps of the 
derivatization step. Special attention was paid to the step adding the internal standard. Usually, this 
is performed manually before the automated derivatization starts in the autosampler. In our case, 
the part had to be included in the derivatization step chain as no manual interference was applied. 
Reproducibility of the derivatization was evaluated, resulting in a deviation of approx. 2.8% for 
lactate, acetate, and succinate.  

For the final derivatization method, the deviations of the different amino acids were accessed, 
ranging between 1.35% and 2.68%. Finally, the deviation resulting from the automated sampling 
system Numera without the method error was determined as 4.5% (Figure 6). 

 
Figure 6. Evaluation of the error of the automated sampling system taking into account the sample 
draw, filtration, and transfer to the HPLC autosampler. Six standard concentrations of asparagine 
were analyzed with the developed amino acid derivatization method. The samples were once 
transferred to the HPLC via Numera (black upside-down triangles) and once injected directly from 
the HPLC autosampler (grey circles). Comparing the slopes, we receive an error of 4.5% resulting 
from the transfer and filtration (HPLC slope = 0.9926; Numera + HPLC slope = 0.9475). 

In order to be able to transfer the sample via the Numera automated sampling system from the 
bioreactor to the HPLC autosampler, an HPLC fraction collector autosampler (WPS-3000FC) was 
used. The injection valve of the autosampler belonging to the Numera automated sampling system 
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was connected with the second injection valve of the WPS-3000FC autosampler of the HPLC, which 
is normally dedicated to collect fractions after the chromatographic separation. The transfer was 
performed with a time parameter defining the amount of transferred sample. Along with the 
transfer, a new injection in the current sequence in Chromeleon was created by the overarching 
software Lucullus PIMS, coordinating the devices. The instrument method started mixing the 
sample with the internal standard, followed by the rest of the derivatization procedure and final 
injection on the column. 

Another critical point in the automatization of this analysis is the specific sample dilution 
needed in order to be within the measurement range of the method. In the beginning, a dilution of 
1:50 is required, which exceeds the capabilities of the SDU of the automated sampling system 
(declared as maximum 1:25 in order to keep a 2% error). Accordingly, for each dilution, a new 
instrument method was created, applying a dilution step in the beginning of the derivatization 
procedure and taking into account adjusted amounts of needed internal standard. During the 
cultivation, the applied instrument method was changed via Lucullus PIMS. 

Finally, the method was applied in a CHO process delivering information about the current 
concentration of 18 different amino acids with a time delay of 45 min after the automated sample 
draw. Samples were drawn and measured every 3 h. Figure 7 shows the time courses of asparagine 
(Asn), glycine (Gly), and tyrosine (Tyr) exemplary. For asparagine, the typical sample frequency of 
once per day and the high frequency of 8 per day are displayed. From a purely visual point of view, 
it can already be proven at this point that a concentration curve typical of bioprocesses is achieved 
by a high measuring frequency (second-order kinetic). This cannot be derived from a low-frequency 
measurement. The reason for this is the information content, which can be explained by the fisher 
information matrix (1). The parameter nSP represents the number of sampling points. From this 
follows the simple conclusion that the information about a system increases with the number of 
observations. 

𝐻 𝜃, 𝜑 𝐻 𝑠 𝜕𝑦 𝑡𝜕𝜃 𝜕𝑦 𝑡𝜕𝜃 , …  (1) 

Not only does this allow more precise statements about the reaction kinetics, but also about the 
extraction of any process-critical parameters such as kS values or, with regard to process control, the 
more accurate detection of process events. 

 
Figure 7. Examples of amino acid concentrations monitored in an automated manner during a CHO 
cultivation. Plot (A) shows the asparagine concentrations received when sampled once per day; plot 
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(B) when sampled 8 times per day. High-frequency sampling allows better interpretation of the 
underlying uptake kinetics. Plot (C) shows glycine over time and plot (D) tyrosine over time, which 
was fed. 

In the process examined, tyrosine was sublimed in an additional feed. The success of the 
addition can be seen in Figure 7D. The concentration of tyrosine remains almost constant at a level of 
0.5 mM (~90 mg/L). Monitoring in this concentration range in a complex mixture of substances is 
currently not possible with any other on-line technology. As an example, it can be compared with 
the monitoring of four amino acids with an in-line Raman sensor, which showed a root mean square 
error of estimation (RMSEE) of the calibration model of 0.41 mM for tyrosine, 0.24 mM for 
tryptophan, 0.35 mM for phenylalanine, and 0.27 mM for methionine [14]. Unfortunately, the 
publication shows no concentration of the amino acids over process time. 

3.3. Monitoring—HPLC Direct Transfer 

HPLC is often applied as reference analytic for product or metabolite analysis. Hence, on-line 
availability could have a huge impact on process control and time-to-market. If standard HPLC 
methods are applied that need no addition of internal standard or any other steps such as 
derivatization, a direct transfer of the sample to the analyzer can be performed. This means that the 
pump of the HPLC as well as the column are directly connected to the injection valve of the Numera 
autosampler. The injection is triggered via Lucullus PIMS, the syringe of the Numera autosampler is 
transferring the sample in the sample loop, and the injection is initiated. Thereby, a full-loop 
injection is performed, which requires approximately 350 µl of sample to ensure complete filling of 
the 50 µl sample loop. 

The system was applied to generate on-line data of product (IgG) in a fed-batch experiment 
(Figure A1) and of vitamins in a batch experiment (Figure A2). The product measurement had a 
runtime of 3 min resulting in a possible sampling frequency of once every 15 min (i.e., time for 
sample drawing, sample processing, sample injection, and completed HPLC analysis). The vitamin 
measurement runtime was 26 min, including column washing, resulting in a possible sampling 
frequency of once every 30 min (sampling and sample processing can be performed while HPLC is 
still running). 

The reliability of the system could be demonstrated in the product analysis. No manual 
sampling was applied for 50 h during the experiment, relying on automated sampling and on-line 
analysis.  

The possible advantage of high frequency sampling could be shown with the vitamin data. In 
total, four different B-vitamins could be detected, namely niacinamide, folic acid, B12, and 
riboflavin. They were available in very low concentrations, complicating the physiological 
interpretation over process time. For niacinamide, folic acid, and riboflavin, the high frequent 
on-line data indicated a clear uptake of the substances by the cells, whereas the interpretation of the 
manual off-line samples is ambiguous. The high data frequency of the on-line samples allows the 
application of smoothing algorithms without a bias of the result, which eases the calculation of 
physiological rates. 

3.4. Monitoring—Bio HT Direct Transfer 

The connection between the sampling system and the Bio HT was realized by a cuvette that was 
located in a fixed position in one rack of the Bio HT reserved for automated samples. The cuvette has 
dimensions of 16 × 10 mm. Taking the needle height into account, this results in a minimal volume of 
200 µl necessary for several measurements, which is twice the volume compared to a regular 
measurement using a 1.5 mL reagent tube. In addition, the settings of the Bio HT had to be adapted 
to allow around the clock analysis, i.e., the begin of day action starts at 01:00 a.m., standby mode and 
sleep mode were initialized after 60 min each (which is the maximum that can be set). Hence, 
analysis of the automated samples had to be performed every 2 h as the system is not reachable by 
Lucullus PIMS when in sleep mode. 
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Our goal was to achieve a reliable automated measurement of important parameters and at the 
same time to take as little volume as possible from the bioreactor. Therefore, 3 mL culture broth was 
taken, resulting in 1.2 mL filtered sample in vials stored in the autosampler of the Numera. It was 
noted that the filtration settings deliver different volumes, depending on the cell density of the 
culture broth. A correlation between the so-called Push Out Time (POT) of the filter and the final 
volume in the vial could be observed. The dependency of viable cell count (VCC) of CHO cells and 
required POT to achieve a sample volume of 1.2 mL was assessed experimentally. A linear 
correlation was obtained, which allows to adapt the POT during the process in a reasonable manner 
(Figure 8). This way it can be guaranteed that enough sample is available for the Bio HT 
measurement over the whole process. The adaptation of the POT was applied manually but could be 
automated either by realizing on-line availability of VCC data or by a model estimating the actual 
VCC. 

The Bio HT does not necessarily need particle free samples for analysis. Hence, another solution 
could be the direct transfer of cell suspension to the Bio HT by the automated sampling system 
without the inclusion of a filtration step. 

 
Figure 8. The required POT of the Numera filtration in dependency of the VCC in order to obtain 1.2 
mL filtered culture supernatant was assessed experimentally. The linear relationship allows 
adaptation of the POT during the process to keep the received sample volume constant. 

On-line Bio HT analysis was finally applied in a CHO batch process, monitoring glucose, 
lactate, ammonium, and IgG at a 2 h interval (glucose and lactate shown in Figure 9A). To show the 
limits of the system on-line analysis was performed every 30 min over 24 h (Figure 9B). As no status 
feedback of the Bio HT can be sent to Lucullus PIMS by the applied software version of the Bio HT, 
the 30-min interval is the minimum sampling frequency possible to receive reliable results. A further 
reduction of the interval could result in a washing of the Bio HT cuvette before the measurement is 
over and finally in a Bio HT error, interrupting the automated analysis. For the applied sampling 
intervals, the combination of Numera and Bio HT delivered reliable and precise results, 
demonstrating its applicability for process monitoring. The variability of the data is linked to 
measurement error. High concentrations of glucose, which are diluted by the Bio HT, show a greater 
variance than lactate or glutamine measurements. Nevertheless, the accuracy is high enough to 
facilitate control actions based on the measurements, especially because control often requires the 
lower concentration range of glucose. 
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Figure 9. On-line monitoring of substrates and metabolite in a CHO batch process. Plot (A) shows the 
time course of glucose and lactate in the first 70 h of the process with a sampling interval of 2 h. Plot 
(B) shows glucose and glutamine reducing the sampling interval to the minimum of 30 min for 24 h 
(between 92 h and 116 h of process time). 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Automated Sampling in General 

There are a few scientific contributions available dealing with automated sampling for on-line 
HPLC [5,6,15–18]. Most of them apply in-situ membrane probes to receive a particle free sample that 
can be directly injected into an HPLC. The major advantage of these membrane probes is that the 
membrane is also the sterility barrier. In comparison, the applied system uses a pinch valve in the 
multiplexer module as sterility barrier, which is in general more prone to failure than a 0.22 µm 
membrane. On the other hand, a huge disadvantage of the in-situ membrane probes is the 
membrane fouling that occurs during cultivation as well as the adsorption of proteins, which affects 
analytical results. A comparison of different membrane probes tackling these challenges was 
performed by Spadiut et al. [7].  

The applied system Numera does not only draw samples but also acts as a liquid handling 
system. A comparable system, the BaychroMAT®, was presented by Chong et al. [3]. For the 
BaychroMAT® too, manual and automated samples were compared for glucose, lactate, and viable 
cell density, resulting in errors between 8.2–14.4%. However, the errors are either higher or 
comparable to the Numera system.  

When applying an automated sampling system, there are a few important points that need to be 
considered, which were assessed for the commercial automated sampling system Numera: 

(1) Does the system impact the sterility of the bioprocess?—No. 
(2) How much volume and how much dead volume are drawn from the bioreactor?—The sample 

volume is approx. 3.5 mL, of which about 1 mL is dead volume.  
(3) Does the system support sample processing (i.e., dilution, cell removal etc.)?—Yes.  
(4) Does the automated procedure impact the analytical result (i.e., dilution effects)?—There is a 

constant dilution factor observable, which can be included in final calculations.  
(5) How is the communication between process, sampling system, and analyzers realized?—The 

communication was achieved with one software (Lucullus PIMS) that coordinated the sample 
draw as well as the transfer of the sample to the analyzer and the initiation of the measurement.  

4.2. Assessment of the Presented Liquid Handling System 

In summary, the liquid handling system Numera performed very satisfyingly for the required 
task. The filtration module for cell removal follows an approach using a tape filtration technology 
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and shows some advantages over in-situ filtration probes. However, there are three main aspects 
that need to be mentioned: 

(1) The system was tested for CHO cells with a maximum viable cell density of about 12∙106 
cells/mL, resulting in a required adaptation of the POT to reach the desired volume of permeate 
after filtration. Currently, the trend is towards high cell density cultivations in perfusion mode, 
which were not tested in this contribution. The actual filter area in the filtration module is 3.14 
cm2, which is filtering 2.5 mL of cell suspension. An increase of the filter area might have a 
positive impact on the permeate volume. 

(2) During the operation of the system (especially when applying the Protein A HPLC method), it 
was observed that the precolumn had to be changed approximately 8–10 times during one 
cultivation run. The required changing frequency increased with progress of the process. This 
leads to the conclusion that the load of particles of the samples after the automated filtration is 
higher than after manual cell removal. A reason could be the filtration procedure per se or the 
applied pore size of the filter of 0.45 µm. Possible solutions to overcome this problem are (i) the 
use of a membrane with 0.22 µm pore size or (ii) the introduction of a prefiltration step or a dual 
filtration. 

(3) 1–2% of the samples resulted in empty vials after the filtration step. 

Another issue that needs further discussion is software communication. In this work, the 
communication was performed by the software Lucullus PIMS, which coordinated the sample draw 
via Numera, the transfer to the analyzer, the initiation of the measurement, and the feedback of the 
analytical results to the other process data. The complexity of the experimental setup used is 
relatively high, caused by the large number of devices. This requires intensive and frequent support. 
Common errors were communication problems between the devices. Furthermore, an update of the 
software of one of the involved devices can lead to communication failure and consequently, system 
failure. This means that intensive care is needed for the whole setup to guarantee its functionality. 

4.3. Comparison with In-Line Sensors 

The recent trend for monitoring strategies of substrates and metabolites is towards in-line 
sensors, especially focusing on spectroscopic methods like Raman [1,2,18,19]. In general, these 
sensors have some obvious advantages over sample-based monitoring: (i) the methods are 
non-invasive, (ii) the data frequency is much higher, (iii) the current values of the analytes are 
available faster, and (iv) the probes have a smaller footprint than for example the described set-up of 
this contribution. However, there are also some disadvantages that must be considered: (i) in order 
to interpret spectral data, multivariate tools are needed (e.g., PLS regression models), which require 
a significant amount of data for model calibration [20]. Hence, a lot of experiments have to be 
performed that still require manual sampling as well as sample analysis with the respective 
reference method (e.g., HPLC). (ii) If the calibration model is generated, a continuous validation of 
the model is necessary, as process disturbances like little variations in the raw material or media may 
impact the measurement background and with it the calibration model.  

In 2018, a contribution was published using Raman spectroscopy for monitoring of four amino 
acids in a cell culture process [14]. This allows direct comparison of the method using the presented 
sample-based on-line HPLC approach. First, it should be noted that the sample-based HPLC 
approach allows monitoring of 18 amino acids in parallel using an established and frequently used 
methodology, whereas the Raman approach was designed to monitor four amino acids of interest 
only. Amino acids are typically occurring in the culture supernatant in low concentration (mM 
range). Comparing the errors of the different methods, it can be shown that the automated HPLC 
approach leads to an increase in the error by a factor of 3.5 compared to the error of the reference 
method only, whereas the Raman measurement increased the error 20-fold (Table 2).  
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Table 2. Comparison of the cv (root mean square error (RMSE)) for four amino acids, with regard to 
the standard HPLC reference method, the automated sampling with on-line HPLC, and Raman 
spectroscopy [14]. 

 
Reference Method 

(HPLC) 
Automated Sampling and On-line 

HPLC 
Raman 

Spectroscopy 
 cv(RMSE) [-] cv(RMSE) [-] cv(RMSE) [-] 

Tyrosine 0.012 0.058 0.53 * 
Tryptophan 0.020 0.066 0.27 * 

Phenylalanine 0.016 0.062 0.47 * 
Methionine 0.025 0.071 0.29 * 

* cv(RMSE) taken from [14]. 

With regard to an application of the monitoring method for control purposes, not only the error 
but also the measurement frequency is decisive. The chosen frequency for the Raman measurements 
was once every 12.5 min (one measurement consisting of 75 scans with an exposure of 10 s per scan) 
[14]. In comparison, the automated sample-based HPLC method requires approximately 45 min 
from the beginning of the sample draw till the availability of the analytical result in the process 
management software. It should be noted that the described sampling system is capable of 
multiplexing, i.e., up to 16 bioreactors can be connected and sampling procedure is then performed 
subsequently. Assuming that 16 bioreactors are connected and only sampled to monitor the amino 
acids by HPLC as described, this decreases the sampling frequency to once every 12 h. 

The authors believe that both methods are highly valuable monitoring tools with different 
fields of application. Raman spectroscopy is well suited for monitoring manufacturing processes 
that are designed to be congruent without deviations. The automated sampling approach delivers 
the opportunity to create more process understanding by applying various methods and is therefore 
better suited for process development. Furthermore, we believe that a combination of both e.g., by 
automation of the validation and recalibration of the Raman calibration models could finally be very 
beneficial. 

4.4. Outlook 

This contribution focuses on the application of analytical methods with the automated 
sampling system Numera rather than on the evaluation of the effect of the automated dilution and 
filtration on cell integrity. A short evaluation has been performed, suggesting that the dilution 
procedure has no impact on cell viability and the amount of cell debris (Table A1). However, a 
detailed analysis focusing on e.g., lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) as marker substance for cell 
integrity should be performed for both preprocessing steps in a further study. Especially, if LDH is a 
critical process parameter, it must be assured that the automated sampling system has no impact on 
the analytical result. 

Although the application of the sampling system allowed to measure substrates, metabolites, 
and product in an automated manner, manual samples were still needed to monitor and control the 
process: i) Manual samples were needed for the analysis of the viable cell density by a cell counter 
(Cedex® HiRes, Roche Diagnostics, Germany). The cell count was further used for correlation with a 
permittivity signal, which was involved in the calculation and control of the feed rates. ii) Directly 
after the manual sample draw, pH was measured to check if the calibration of the in-line pH probe 
requires adjustment.  

With regard to product quality, both analyses are essential for nearly every cultivation with 
mammalian cells [21–26]. Hence, for complete automation of the sampling procedure without any 
need for additional manual sampling, the analyses of cell count and pH must be automated. In terms 
of pH measurement, the recalibration procedure of the in-line pH sensor must be automated as well. 
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5. Conclusions 

An advanced PAT set-up was built up including an automated sampling and sample 
processing system (Numera) enabling HPLC and Cedex® Bio HT as on-line analyzers and applied 
for CHO cultivations. With regard to the investigated challenges of the sample-based monitoring 
system, the following conclusions were taken: 

• Depending on the preprocessing and the applied analytical method, systematic 
deviations were observed. They were mainly caused by dilution effects and can be 
assumed to be constant. On the other hand, the random error seems to be 
significantly reduced. 

• An existing HPLC method for amino acid analysis was successfully adapted in a 
way that it can now be applied for full automated on-line monitoring.  

• The automated sampling and analytic system was successfully tested in mammalian 
cell culture fed-batch processes. The monitoring of various analytes was performed 
without significant errors or system failures. The higher measurement frequency 
and strongly reduced random errors resulted in a larger information content per 
experiment. 

• The accuracy of the system is an order of magnitude better than the compared 
methods.  
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Appendix A 

 
Figure A1. Concentration of product (IgG) in a CHO fed-batch over process time. The grey triangles 
represent measurements that were performed by the automated sampling and liquid handling 
system and an on-line HPLC. This data was available in real-time in process management software. 
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The white circles display the corresponding results of the manual samples. Calibration of the HPLC 
was performed via the Numera system, as described in Section 3.1.  

 
Figure A2. Vitamins were monitored on-line via HPLC. The plots display the concentrations over 
process time of four different vitamins, i.e. niacinamide in plot A, folic acid in plot B, B12 in plot C 
and riboflavin in plot D. On-line results (white triangles) and analytical results of manual samples 
measured off-line (red circles) are compared in each plot. The concentration ranges are very low; 
hence, high frequency on-line results support interpretation of metabolic behavior of the cells with 
regard to the analytes. 

Table A1. The automated sampling system Numera, especially the dilution module, was roughly 
evaluated for its impact on cell integrity. CHO cells cultivated in shake flasks were directly analyzed 
with a cell counter (Cedex® HiRes, Roche Diagnostics, Germany) 5-fold. The same cell suspension 
was then processed with the Numera system, i.e., drawn from the shake flask, transferred via 
multiplexer and dilution module, and manually captured after the dilution step. Subsequently, the 
samples were analyzed with the cell counter. The procedure with Numera was performed two times 
and each captured sample was analyzed in duplicate. The sample was analyzed for viable cell count 
(VCC), total cell count (TCC), viability, and cell debris. The results showed no noticeable impact of 
the Numera system on cell integrity. 

Sample VCC [106 cells/mL] TCC [106 cells/mL] Viability [%] Debris * [106 cells/mL] 
Manual 1 3.34 3.44 97.00 0.35 
Manual 2 3.45 3.69 93.00 0.48 
Manual 3 3.25 3.51 92.70 0.37 
Manual 4 3.40 3.62 94.00 0.42 
Manual 5 2.79 3.01 92.60 0.48 

Numera 1.1 3.68 3.91 94.00 0.47 
Numera 1.2 3.29 3.50 94.10 0.57 
Numera 2.1 3.27 3.55 92.30 0.43 
Numera 2.2 3.14 3.32 94.50 0.45 

* debris is defined as cells/ particles < 7 µm. 
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